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Abstract
LBP and majority of its variants performs extremely well in front of moderate
light variations. But when light variations becomes severe then performance
of LBP and its variants is not satisfactory. Therefore there is a need of the
more promising and impressive descriptor which performs well in harsh light
variations. To complement these LBP based descriptors the proposed work
launches the novel descriptor for Face Recognition (FR) in harsh lightning
variations. This proposed descriptor is called as Radial Orthogonal Median
LBP (ROM-LBP). The main demerit of these LBP based descriptors is that
they all consider the uniform coordination between the neighbors and center
pixel. Which mean raw pixel intensity is used for the comparison with the
center pixel. The proposed work eliminates this problem in the introduced
descriptor ROM-LBP, by replacing the raw pixels intensity with the median
of the radial points in each orthogonal position of the two separate groups.
The generated median is then used for comparison with the center pixel.
The respective codes obtained from both the groups are concatenated to
form the ROM-LBP size. As region feature extraction is done therefore
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ROM-LBP develops the large feature size. To make more effective descriptor,
the services of FLDA is used and then classification was conducted by SVMs.
Experiments conducted on EYB and YB datasets demonstrates the ability of
the proposed ROM-LBP against various LBP and non-LBP based descriptors.
Keywords: Local binary pattern (LBP), orthogonally combined LBP (OCLBP), radial orthogonal median LBP (ROM-LBP), local feature, feature
compaction, classification.

1 Introduction
In last two decades local descriptors [1–3] have shown significant improvements with respect to the application they were developed. Local descriptors
have gone from strength to strength during the passing years. In local descriptors, the methodology is deployed on small image patches to develop its
feature size. Extracting features from different image regions make local
descriptors much effective than global descriptors [4–6]. In global descriptors, methodology is deployed on the entire image. The challenges which
persist on images are light, emotion, pose, age, noise, blur, corruptions
and occlusions. In presence of these challenges the feature extraction algorithm will be implemented. Because of extracting the features from different
regions local descriptors tends to produce bigger size. To make more robust
and discriminant feature the global descriptors are very useful. When global
descriptors are used as dimension reduction then it increases the accuracy of
the local descriptors in most of the occasions.
Among numerous local descriptors invented in literature the one which
received the most attention is Local Binary Pattern (LBP) [7]. LBP was
developed for the Texture Analysis (TA) and later on it was successfully
presented in the other application also. The reason behind LBP success is
monotonic invariance (gray) protocol and less complex method. LBP also
noticed some of the demerits and these are large dimension feature size,
restrict its ability to single scale, missing the macrostructure information and
performance decay in harsh lightning variations. All these demerits gives the
scope of the further research to be conducted. As a results numerous LBP
variants has been launched in literature and some of them achieved good
results. Out of all the discussed demerits the one which remains the major
problem is the performance decay in harsh lightning variations.
LBP and majority of its variants performs extremely well in front of
moderate light variations. But when light variations becomes severe then
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performance of LBP and its variants are not satisfactory. Therefore there is a
need of the more promising and impressive descriptor which performs well
in the harsh light variations.
Contributions: To complement these LBP based descriptors the proposed
work launches the novel descriptor for Face Recognition (FR) in harsh
lightning variations. This proposed descriptor is called as Radial Orthogonal
Median LBP (ROM-LBP). The main demerit of these LBP based descriptors
is that they all consider uniform coordination between neighbors and center
pixel. Which mean raw pixel intensity is used for comparison with center
pixel. The proposed work eliminates this problem in the introduced descriptor
ROM-LBP, by replacing the raw pixels intensity with the median of the radial
points in each orthogonal position of the two separate groups. The generated
median is then used for comparison with the center pixel. The respective
codes obtained from both the groups are concatenated to form the ROMLBP size. As region feature extraction is done therefore ROM-LBP develops
the large feature size. To make more effective descriptor, the services of
FLDA [8] is used and then classification was conducted by SVMs [9].
Experiments conducted on EYB [10] and YB [10] datasets demonstrates the
ability of the proposed ROM-LBP against various LBP and non-LBP based
descriptors.
Remaining paper is defined as: Related works are placed in Section 2,
explanation of compared descriptors are posted in the Section 3, presented
descriptor with framework are delivered in Section 4, experiments are furnished in Section 5 with conclusion and future scope are discussed in
Section 6.

2 Related Works
Truong et al. [11] developed novel descriptor for Face Recognition (FR)
so-called Weighted Statistical Binary Patterns (WSBP). In WSBP, there is
utilization of straight line topology across distinct directions for developing
feature size. Precisely, the input image is partitioned in variance and mean
moments. A novel moment so-called variance is constructed by generating
the k-th root. By utilizing mean moment, when sign and magnitude elements
are generated across four distinct directions then as per the new variance
the weighting method is deployed to every component. Finally the sign and
magnitude element histograms are combined to form the entire feature size.
On six face datasets WSBP shows its potency by defeating the accuracy
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of various state of art methods. Different local and global methods are
outclassed by the WSBP. The demerits which are noticed in this work is
that: the computational cost of the WSBP is on the higher side and second
some much better global method can be used for feature compression. Wei
et al. [12] proposed the LBP from Five Intersecting Planes (LBP-FIP) for
micro expression recognition. In LBP-FIP, the LBP-TOP is integrated with
EV-LBP to generate feature size. LBP-TOP features are derived from 3 planes
and EV-LBP is generated from 2 planes in oblique orientation. As a result the
dynamic features (texture) are generated more directly in oblique direction.
On 2 datasets the LBP-FIP justify its efficacy. Compared to other LBP based
methods the LBP-FIP proves out much dominant. The demerits which is
noticed in this work is that lack of usage of the large dataset. The use of large
dataset will explore the descriptor more appropriately. Karanwal et al. [13]
proposed OD-LBP operator for FR. In OD-LBP, first 3 differences (gray) are
extracted from every orthogonal location of the 3x3 patch. Then these differences (gray) are availed by the novel thresholding function for developing
OD-LBP code. On numerous datasets OD-LBP proves its ability by defeating
the accuracy of various others. The demerits which are observed in this work
is that the multiscale feature is missing and some much better global method
can be used for feature compression. Karanwal et al. [14] discovered the MBZZLBP descriptor for FR. In MB-ZZLBP, first mean filtration is done on 9
regions of 6x6 patch. After mean computation the 3x3 patch is produced.
In 3x3 patch, the zigzag alignment of pixels are compared with each other.
If the former one have greater or equal value to the latter pixel (as per the
zigzag alignment) then label assigned is 1 otherwise 0. The evolved binary
pattern is transfigured to MB-ZZLBP code by putting weights and summation
of values. Experiments conducted on different datasets proves the strength
of MB-ZZLBP. Compared to other techniques MB-ZZLBP proves out very
effective in noise and illumination variations. The major concern which
remains in MB-ZZLBP is the integration of the lower and the higher scale
features. This integration will definitely improves the recognition accuracy.
Chaabane et al. [15] invented the novel FR by integrating the statistical
features and SVM. For extracting the statistical features, the statistical analysis is conducted and then SVM method is used for joining and classification of
the features. Experiments shows the accuracy of 99.37% on ORL face dataset.
This method outperforms various other methods on ORL dataset. The major
concern which remains is the testing on large scale dataset and using some
other classifiers for enhancing the robustness. Chandrakala et al. [16] utilized
the combination of HOG and LBP descriptor to attain the discriminant and
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robust FR. HOG captures the gradient details by using the 1D mask and
LBP captures the local features. Experiments conducted on ORL dataset
demonstrates capability of the invented method. The invented integrated
method conquer the performance of the alone descriptor. Some of the key
points which are missed in this work, is the comparison against the other state
of art methods and second usage of the large dataset. Kar et al. [17] utilizes
Blocked LBP (B-LBP) for Tropical Cyclone Analysis (TCA). LBP develops
the code by describing the local structure in efficient and easy manner. The
proposed B-LBP is the improved version of the LBP which compute center
pixel from the input image. Precisely the image is partitioned into 3x3 regions
(blocks) and then each block center pixel is utilized to develop a new pattern
of image. This image is analysed further by histogram and box plot for
classification. Experiments proves the capability of the B-LBP. The B-LBP
method comprehensively beats the performance of the LBP method. But the
issue which is noticed is the development of the large dimension feature size.
Some global method can used for feature compression. Rasool et al. [18]
presented the novel descriptor for TA so-called effective LBP. Precisely the
computationally efficient and rotation invariant LBP has been proposed. The
effective LBP considers the radial derivative and circumferential information
to generate the feature size of effective LBP. Radial derivative minimizes
computational cost as it is sensitive to the changes in radius. Furthermore
circumferential and radial derivatives generate details along the center pixel
of complementing nature. The integration of the radial and circumferential
derivatives leads to effective and robust rotation invariant representation.
Experiments proves efficacy. Under extreme light variations the performance
of the effective LBP is not satisfactory.
Karanwal et al. [19] impose 2 novel descriptors in FR. These two descriptors are called as CZZBP and CMBZZBP. RGB format is used for generating
color features. In CZZBP, the zigzag design is created for each component
of RGB color format. Then as per zigzag design the features are extracted
from the RGB color format. Then all three features (component) are joined
to develop CZZBP size. The CZZBP features are extracted from the 3x3
patch. In CMBZZBP, initially median is computed from 9x9 patch and
then concept of CZZBP is deployed. Both descriptor achieves stupendous
results on different datasets. Compared to other descriptors both CZZBP
and CMBZZBP achieves better results. Some of the concerns which are
noticed in this work are: Some better color format can be used for feature
extraction and second testing on large scale dataset. Vu et al. [20] developed
the mask based FR by using LBP and Deep features. The Deep features are
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extracted by using RetinalFace, which is self-supervised and jointly extrasupervised learning detector (face) to deal with several faces at multiple
scales. The LBP features are extracted from the elements of the masked
face and these are foreheads, eyes and eyebrow locations. The extracted
LBP features are joined with RetinalFace learned features to develop the
unified framework. Experiments confirms the ability of the proposed method.
The computational complexity of this method is very high. Raghuwanshi
et al. [21] impose the Hybrid Directional Extrema Pattern (HDEP) for TA.
Specifically the texture features are generated in four different directions and
these are 0, 45, 90 and 135 degrees. HDEP considers difference among center
and the neighbors in the specified direction. For next stage the difference is
utilized as the weight. Then weight is compared with the threshold (used
defined) for generating the strong bits value in the form of feature vector.
Results on three datasets demonstrates the efficacy of the proposed HDEP.
HDEP beats the performance of various local descriptors. But major demerit
which is lacking is the usage of Deep learning method. The inclusion of
Deep learning methods will definitely enhances the recognition rate. Ahuja
et al. [22] presented the FR by using the combination of LBP and ELM. In
LBP, the features are derived from distinct mic-regions and then all regions
features are integrated to develop the entire image representation. Then ELM
used for the classification which is fast and effective learning algorithm.
Results on 2 face datasets demonstrates the effectiveness of the invented
method. The development of large dimension feature size is the disadvantage
of this method. No global method is used for feature compaction. Shanthi
et al. [23] discovered the expression recognition by fusing LBP with LNEP.
LBP captures the relationship between neighbors and the center pixel while
LNEP represents the connection between two nearest neighbors of the current
pixel. The integration of LBP and LNEP yields the huge size therefore Chisquare distance is utilized for picking relevant features. Finally classification
was performed by SVMs. Experiments on different datasets proves the ability
of fused method. Although the integration of LBP and LNEP proves out very
effective and it outperforms various method. But usage of some better feature
compaction method will definitely improves the recognition rates.
Karanwal et al. [24] provides the comparative analysis of 14 state of art
descriptors. All 14 are LBP based descriptors. For all 14 descriptors the global
histograms are extracted. Further the feature reduction is fulfilled by using the
PCA and FLDA. Among all 14 it is CLBP which achieves the best outcomes.
On some cases the MRELBP-NI achieves good results. Some demerits which
are found in this work are: First regional feature extraction are missing.
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The regional feature extraction improves the recognition rate to huge extent
and second some better global method can be used for feature compression.
Karanwal et al. [25] presented COC-LBP for light changes. COC-LBP is
enhancement of OC-LBP operator. In OC-LBP, the code is formed after
orthogonal neighbors are compared with the center pixel. The demerit of
OC-LBP is inclusion of only sign features (component). This restricts the
robustness of OC-LBP. To eliminate this COC-LBP is proposed. In COCLBP, magnitude features are formed and included with sign component
features. Therefore COC-LBP yields much better accuracy than OC-LBP.
COC-LBP outclasses various methods from literature. The issue which is
noticed in COC-LBP is the multiscale feature extraction is missing.
The multiscale feature extraction definitely improves the recognition
rates. Table 1 display the merits and demerits of the work reported in
literature.

3 Explanation of Other Local Descriptors
3.1 Local Binary Pattern (LBP)
LBP [7] was initially presented for TA. Since then it has been effortlessly
utilized in various applications. The monotonic invariance (gray) protocol
and less complex method are some advantages of LBP. The definition of LBP
is defined as: In LBP, intensity of neighbors are compared with intensity of
center. If the neighbor’s intensity have substantially bigger or equal value
to the center intensity then label allocated is 1. In remaining condition (i.e.
less than) label 0 is assigned. From eight neighbors there is the formation of
eight bit pattern (binary). The evolved pattern is transformed to LBP code
by putting the binomial weights and the values summation. By calculating
LBP code in every pixel spot of the image there is generation of LBP image.
The LBP image is further partitioned in 3x3 regions for feature size making.
Each region of LBP image develops the histogram size of 256 therefore
from nine regions LBP complete size is 2304. The LBP formula is defined
in Equation (1). In Equation (1) D, S, MS,d and Mc portrays the limit (of
neighbors), radius, sole neighbor spots and center intensity.
LBPD,S (xc ) =

D−1
X
d=0


1
p (MS,d −Mc ) 2 , p(x) =
0
d


x≥0
x<0

(1)
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Table 1 The merits and demerits of the work reported in literature
Techniques &
References
Merits
Demerits
Computational cost is on the
WSBP [11]
Different local and global
higher side and some much
methods are outclassed by
better global method can be
the WSBP.
used for feature compression.
Lack of usage of large
LBP-FIP [12]
Compared to the other LBP
based methods the LBP-FIP dataset. The use of large
dataset will explore
proves out much dominant.
descriptor more.
OD-LBP [13]
OD-LBP is the effective
Multiscale feature extraction
methodology as a result it
is missing and some much
outperform various
better global method can be
methods.
used for feature compression.
MB-ZZLBP [14]
On noise and light
The major concern which
variations the MB-ZZLBP
remains in MB-ZZLBP is the
proves out very impressive.
integration of lower and
higher scale features. This
integration will surely
improve recognition
accuracy.
Statistical Features [15] Achieves a stupendous ACC The major concern which
of 99.37% on ORL dataset.
remains is the testing on large
Defeating various methods.
scale dataset and using some
other classifiers for enhancing
the robustness.
HOG+LBP [16]
The integration of two local
Some of the key points which
methods outperforms the
are missed in this work, is the
performance of the alone
comparison against the other
methods.
state of art methods and
second usage of the large
dataset.
B-LBP [17]
Block feature extraction
But the issue which is noticed
greatly improves accuracy
is the development of the
and outperforms the other
large dimension feature size.
methods.
Some global method can used
for feature compression.
Effective LBP [18]
Discriminant and Robust.
Under extreme light
Computational cost is on
variations performance is not
the lower side.
adequate.
(Continued)
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Table 1 Continued
Techniques &
References
CZZBP &
CMBZZBP [19]

LBP + Deep
features [20]

HDEP [21]

LBP+ELM [22]

LBP+LNEP [23]

LBP based [24]

COC-LBP [25]

Merits
By using RGB color space
format and three different zig
zag designs the effective
methodologies has been
proposed, which outperform
various methods.
LBP features are extracted from
the elements of masked face and
these are foreheads, eyes and
eyebrow locations. The extracted
LBP features are joined with
RetinalFace learned features to
develop the unified framework.
This framework proves very
effective.
HDEP considers difference
among center and neighbors in
specified direction. As a result it
outperforms various methods.
This combination proves out
very fruitful compared to other
state art methods.

LBP captures relationship
between neighbors and the center
pixel while LNEP represents the
connection between 2 nearest
neighbors of current pixel.
A comparative study is done for
14 state of art descriptors.
Among all it is CLBP which
attains best results. On some
cased MRELBP-NI attains good
results.
COC-LBP incorporates mag
features with sign features, and it
easily outperforms the OC-LBP
accuracy & various others.

Demerits
Some better color format can
be used for feature extraction
and second testing on large
scale dataset.

Computational complexity of
this method is on higher side.

The deep learning method is
missing.

The development of large
dimension feature size is the
disadvantage of this method.
No global method is used for
feature compaction.
Feature compression
technique is not effective as it
should be. Some better
feature compaction technique
can be utilized.
Regional feature extraction is
missing. The regional feature
extraction improves accuracy
to huge extent and some
better global method can be
used for feature compression.
Multiscale feature extraction
is missing.
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3.2 Horizontal Elliptical LBP (HELBP)
HELBP [26] was initially presented for FR. Since then it has been effortlessly
utilized in various applications. Multi-scaling, monotonic invariance (gray)
protocol, less complex method and robust are some advantages of HELBP.
The definition of HELBP is defined as: In HELBP, intensity of eight horizontal neighbors are compared with intensity of center. If the neighbor’s
intensity have substantially bigger or equal value to the center intensity then
label allocated is 1. In remaining condition (i.e. less than) label 0 is assigned.
From eight neighbors there is the formation of eight bit pattern (binary).
The evolved pattern is transformed to the HELBP code by putting binomial
weights and the values summation. By calculating the HELBP code in every
pixel spot of image there is generation of HELBP image. The HELBP image
is further partitioned in 3x3 regions for feature size making. Each region
of HELBP image develops the histogram size of 256 therefore from nine
regions HELBP complete size is 2304. The HELBP formula is defined in
Equation (2). In Equation (2) D, S1 , S2 , MS1 ,S2 ,d and Mc portrays the limit (of
neighbors), radius (S1 ), radius (S2 ), sole neighbor places and center intensity.


D−1
X
1 x≥0
d
HELBPD,S1 ,S2 (xc ) =
p(MS1, S2, d − Mc )2 , p(x) =
0 x<0
d=0

(2)
3.3 Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
HOG [27] was presented initially for the human detection. Since then HOG
was utilized successfully in several applications. HOG is gradient based
descriptor. To produce the regional gradients, initially one dimensional mask
[−1 0 1] is used at standard deviation (σ = 0). After testing numerous masks
the authors of [27] have selected one dimensional mask. To represent these
gradients in the form of histogram the bin size which is considered adequate is
9. In [27] it has been noticed that upto 9 bin size histogram the performance of
the HOG doesn’t degrades but higher than that the performance falls rapidly.
Therefore they stick to the bin size 9. To increase further discriminativity, two
more steps are also conducted and these are feature overlapping and contrast
normalization. Both these steps are accomplished in the bigger blocks of
size axb. It is required to select the appropriate feature overlapping size
as larger overlapping substantially increases the feature size. For contrast
normalization four methods can be deployed and these are L2-hys, L1-sqrt,
L1-norm and L2-norm.
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In this work, HOG features are generated from each region of 3x3
partitioned image. For feature overlapping the 50% of HOG features are
overlapped in blocks of size 2x2. Therefore after overlapping four 2x2
blocks are generated. 1 region (block) size is 9 therefore entire HOG size
is 4 × 4 × 9 = 144.
3.4 Center Symmetric LBP (CS-LBP)
CS-LBP [28] was discovered originally for TA. Later on it was used successfully on other applications also. The short histogram feature size and
providing robustness in the flat regions are the advantages of CS-LBP. The
definition of CS-LBP is defined as: In CS-LBP, the gray difference derived
among the center symmetric pixels are compared against the chosen threshold. If the difference possesses bigger value than the threshold then the
label assigned is 1. In the remaining condition (i.e. less than or equal to the
threshold) label 0 is assigned. This obtains the four bit pattern (binary). The
evolved pattern is transformed to CS-LBP code by putting binomial weights
and values summation. By calculating CS-LBP code in every pixel spot of
image there is generation of CS-LBP image. The CS-LBP image is further
partitioned in 3x3 regions for feature size making. Each region of CS-LBP
image develops the histogram size of 16 therefore from nine regions CS-LBP
complete size is 144. The CS-LBP formula is defined in Equation (3). In
Equation (3) D, S, T, MS,d and MS,d+(D/2) are limit (of neighbors), radius,
threshold and center symmetric pixels.

CS − LBPD,S,T (xc ) =

−1
( DX
2)

p(MS,d −MS,d+( D ) )2d

d=0


p(x) =

1 x>T
0 otherwise

2

(3)

3.5 Orthogonally Combined LBP (OC-LBP)
OC-LBP [29] was discovered for the different applications. Later on it was
used effortlessly on the other applications also. The advantages of OCLBP are short histograms and discriminant in moderate light variations. The
definition of OC-LBP is defined as: In OC-LBP, the intensity of orthogonal
neighbors (in 3x3 patch) are compared with intensity of center. In OCLBP there are two orthogonal groups and in each orthogonal group all
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the neighbor’s intensity are compared with the intensity of center. If the
neighbor’s intensity have substantially bigger or equal value to the center
intensity then label allocated is 1. In remaining condition (i.e. less than) label
0 is assigned. From each group there is the formation of four bit pattern
(binary). The evolved pattern is transformed to OLBP1 and OLBP2 codes by
putting binomial weights and values summation. By calculating OLBP1 and
OLBP2 code in every pixel spot of the image there is generation of OLBP1
and OLBP2 images. These images are further partitioned in 3x3 regions for
feature size making. Each region of both the image develops the histogram
size of 16 therefore from nine regions of OLBP1 and OLBP2 the complete
size generated is 144. Furthermore both OLBP1 and OLBP2 sizes are concatenated to develop the OC-LBP size. Therefore OC-LBP forms the size of
288. The OC-LBP formula is depicted in Equations (4), (5) and (6). In Equations (4) and (5) D, S, MS,d1 , MS,d2 and Mc specifies limit (of neighbors),
radius, sole neighbor places (in first orthogonal group), sole neighbor places
(in second orthogonal group) and center intensity. Equation (6) concatenates
both the codes.
OLBP1D,S (xc ) =

−1
( DX
2)

p(MS,d1 −Mc )2d1

(4)

p(MS,d2 −Mc )2d2

(5)

d1=0
(D
)−1
2

OLBP2D,S (xc ) =

X
d2=0


p(x) =

1
0

x≥0
x<0

OC − LBPD,S = [OLBP1D,S OLBP2D,S ]

(6)

4 The Proposed Descriptor with Complete FR Framework
4.1 Radial Orthogonal Median LBP (ROM-LBP)
LBP and majority of its variants performs unwell when lightning variations
are severe. Additionally most of these LBP based descriptors provide uniform
correlation between the neighbors and center pixel. As a result the achieved
discriminativity is not as impressive as it is required in lightning variations.
To fill this gap, the proposed work introduces novel descriptor ROM-LBP
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in harsh light variations. It has been noticed that if median filter is used
in the radial neighborhood before extracting features then there is much
better enhancement in classification accuracy as compared to most of LBP
based descriptors. The detailed description of ROM-LBP is defined from next
paragraph.
The initially step in ROM-LBP is to take 7x7 patch for feature extraction.
Then 7x7 patch is partitioned in two groups of orthogonal patches. Only
orthogonal pixels are retained in both the groups and rest others are removed.
In both groups the radial medians are computed for all four positions of
both the groups. For set of three radial pixels the medians are generated in
all the positions. After median computation two 3x3 patch produced and in
each patch there are four orthogonal pixels with the center pixel. In other
words it can be said that the original raw pixels are replaced by the median
of those. Now in each orthogonal group all the neighbor’s intensity are
compared with the intensity of the center pixel. If the neighbor’s intensity
have substantially bigger or equal value to the center intensity then label
allocated is 1. In remaining condition (i.e. less than) label 0 is assigned.
From each group there is the formation of four bit pattern (binary). The
evolved pattern is transformed to ROM-LBP1 and ROM-LBP2 codes by
putting binomial weights and values summation. By calculating ROM-LBP1
and ROM-LBP2 code in every pixel spot of the image there is generation of
ROM-LBP1 and ROM-LBP2 images. These images are further partitioned in
3x3 regions for feature size making. Each region of both the image develops
the histogram size of 16 therefore from nine regions of ROM-LBP1 and
ROM-LBP2 the complete size generated is 144. Furthermore both ROMLBP1 and ROM-LBP2 sizes are concatenated to develop the ROM-LBP
size. Therefore ROM-LBP forms the size of 288. ROM-LBP concept is
defined in Equations (7)–(11). In Equations (7) and (9) D and S are limit (of
neighbors) and radius and Mc is the center pixel. MS,D forms median value
from gxi pixels. In Equations (8) and (10) gxi is individual radial points in 4
orientations of the respective orthogonal patches. Equation (11) concatenate
both codes. Figure 1 shows ROM-LBP example.

ROM − LBP1D,S (xc ) =

−1
( DX
2)

p(MS,D −Mc )2d1

(7)

d1=0

MS,D = median (gxi )

(8)
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(D
)−1
2

ROM − LBP2D,S (xc ) =

X

p(MS,D −Mc )2d2

(9)

d2=0

MS,D = median(gxi )

1 x≥0
p(x) =
0 x<0

(10)

ROM − LBPD,S = [ROM − LBP1D,S ROM−LBP2D,S ]

(11)

4.2 The Proposed FR Framework
ROM-LBP feature size is on higher side as regional features are extracted.
To bring more robust and discriminant feature for classification, the subspace technique FLDA is used. FLDA is effective and impressive dimension
reduction technique therefore it is utilized. The compact feature is then consumed by RBF classifier (SVM technique) for accuracy evaluation. Figure 2
declare complete proposed FR framework. The steps of feature compression
and classification are also performed on compared descriptors.

5 Experiments
5.1 Datasets Illustration
The illustration of two datasets consumed for the evaluation are as defined.
First dataset utilized is EYB. EYB is made up of 38 human beings under
the challenge light variations. Precisely 2432 images of 38 human beings are
acquired in 64 light variations. Some of the light variations are so diverse
that it becomes very difficult to recognize them. All the images are posed in
frontal alignment and have resolution of 192x168. 18 images becomes unused
(corrupts) in formation of the dataset, which sets total to 2414. For FLDA
compaction the PCA is conducted on 2414 samples and for LDA compression
the zero bit padding is done for those samples which are corrupted. Some
samples of EYB are declared in Figure 3(a).
Second dataset utilize is YB. YB is made up of 10 human beings under the
challenge light variations. Precisely 5760 images of 10 humans are acquired
in 64 light variations under 9 poses. Furthermore 1 ambient image is also
captured, which sets the total to 5850. For this work frontal posed images are
utilized for the evaluation. Which means 650 images are used. Some samples
of YB are declared in Figure 3(b).
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1*21

1*20
1*23

1*22

1*21
0*22

Binarization and weights

Binarization and weights

ROM-LBP1 code=14

ROM-LBP2 code=11

ROM-LBP = [ROM-LBP1 code ROM-LBP2 code]
Figure 1

ROM-LBP example.

5.2 Essentials Pertaining to Feature Size
Even the cropped versions of both EYB and YB is available. But still the
feature size is on the higher side. Therefore there is need to cut the feature
size so that the computational cost is on the lower side. So to achieve that the
cropped size is further resized to 48x42. From 48x42 size, 6 descriptors are
evaluated for feature extraction and these are LBP, HELBP, HOG, CS-LBP,
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Input image

Feature extraction step

ROM-LBP1 image

ROM-LBP1 region image
Generating and integrating regional
histograms to form ROM-LBP1 size

ROM-LBP2 image

ROM-LBP2 region image
Generating and integrating regional
histograms to form ROM-LBP2 size

Integrating ROM-LBP1 and ROM-LBP2 histograms to form ROM-LBP entire size

Feature compaction utilizing FLDA
SVMs classification
Compaction and Classification steps

Figure 2 Entire FR framework.

OC-LBP and ROM-LBP. The ROM-LBP is the proposed descriptor. For all
of them regional histograms are extracted and fused. The feature size derived
from these are 2304, 2304, 144, 144, 288 and 288. To make more effective
and discriminant feature size FLDA is deployed to all of them. So after
deploying FLDA the size produced are [128 24] and [134 16] on EYB and
YB datasets. In square brackets the first size pertains to the PCA and second
size pertains to the LDA. Second size is consumed by the RBF for evaluation.
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(a) EYB
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(b) YB

Figure 3

Some samples.

The environment in which all testing and coding was performed is MATLAB
R2021a.
5.3 Accuracy Estimation on Various Subsets
To estimate accuracy on different subsets, the protocol/formula is defined
in Equation (12). In Equation (12), the three ingredients are utilized and
these are ACC, TTdt and ICMss . ACC defines the accuracy, TTdt states the
test data set and ICMss defines incorrect matched samples. The remaining
ingredient TGdt specifies the training dataset.
ACC =

Correctly Identified Samples(TTdt −ICMss )
∗ 100
Al the samples in Test data set(TTdt)

(12)

On EYB, the TGdt = 5, 10, 20, 32 and TTdt = 59, 54, 44, 32. Ratio
wise these subsets are 5/59, 10/54, 20/44 and 32/32. It means that when 5
samples per human are reserved for training then 59 are used for testing for
the first subset. For second subset 10 samples per human are preserved for
training and rest 54 are reserved for testing. Similarly the third and fourth
subsets are formed. On each subset the finest ACC is measured after classifier
performs 30 executions. Table 2 shows the ACC analysis on EYB dataset.
Table 2 shows that ROM-LBP (the proposed descriptor) conquers the ACC
of all 5 compared descriptors on all subsets. ROM-LBP attains the ACC of
[96.92% 97.70% 98.62% 98.84%] on TGdt = 5, 10, 20, 32. These ACC’s
are much higher and super than other compared descriptors. The ACC margin
among ROM-LBP and compared descriptors is phenomenal. The maximum
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Descriptors
LBP
HELBP
HOG
CS-LBP
OC-LBP
ROM-LBP

Descriptors
LBP
HELBP
HOG
CS-LBP
OC-LBP
ROM-LBP

Table 2 ACC achieved on EYB
TGdt Attributes
TGdt = 5 TGdt = 10 TGdt = 20

TGdt = 32

ICMss ACC
71/96.53
47/97.18
65/96.83
37/97.78
420/79.53
280/83.25
171/91.66
83/95.03
65/96.83
45/97.30
47/97.70
23/98.62

24/98.02
23/98.10
180/85.19
54/95.55
23/98.10
14/98.84

118/94.73
104/95.36
545/75.69
266/88.13
112/95.00
69/96.92

Table 3 ACC achieved on EYB
TGdt Attributes
TGdt = 1 TGdt = 2 TGdt = 3

TGdt = 5

ICMss /ACC
17/97.30
08/98.70
15/97.61
07/98.87
164/73.96 146/76.45
43/93.17
22/96.45
17/97.30
06/99.03
05/99.21
02/99.67

03/99.50
02/99.66
85/85.83
10/98.33
02/99.66
00/100

95/85.15
71/88.90
310/51.56
156/75.62
98/84.68
50/92.18

ACC difference is between ROM-LBP and HOG i.e. 21.23%. ACC obtained
through graph is shown in Figure 4(a).
On YB, the TGdt = 1, 2, 3, 5 and TTdt = 64, 63, 62, 60. Ratio wise
these subsets are 1/64, 2/63, 3/62 and 5/60. It means that when 1 samples per
human is reserved for training then 64 are used for testing for first subset.
For second subset 2 samples per human are preserved for training and rest
63 are reserved for testing. Similarly the third and fourth subsets are formed.
On each subset the finest ACC is measured after classifier performs 20 executions. Table 3 shows the ACC analysis on YB dataset. Table 3 shows that
ROM-LBP (the proposed descriptor) conquers the ACC of all 5 compared
descriptors on all subsets. ROM-LBP attains the ACC of [92.18% 99.21%
99.67% 100%] on TGdt = 1, 2, 3, 5. These ACC’s are much higher and
super than other compared descriptors. The ACC margin among ROM-LBP
and the compared descriptors is phenomenal. The maximum ACC difference
is between ROM-LBP and HOG i.e. 40.62%. ACC obtained through graph is
shown in Figure 4(b).
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Figure 4
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(b) YB

ACC illustration through graph.

5.4 Accuracy Comparison with Literature Techniques
Numerous methods from literature are picked and utilized for comparison.
Their protocols might be different for implementation but they are tested on
same TGdt values on which the proposed descriptor is tested. The prime
motive is to compare these techniques on the same TGdt values.
5.4.1 EYB dataset
On EYB, 19 techniques are picked and compared with ROM-LBP. The
detailed description of these are as follows: HO-GCNMR [30], KFME [30],
ELD [32], CLBP [32], MBP [24], 6x6 MB-LBP [24] and ELBP [24] attain
the ACC of 90.60%, 86.10%, 90.72%, 81.57%, 52.75%, 69.25% and 68.77%
on TGdt = 20. RSLP [31], SparseFME [31] and SLP [31] procure the ACC
of 93.63%, 89.91% and 91.00% when TGdt = 10. 2D-DWT+LBP [33],
2D-DWT+HELBP [33], ESLLE [34] and SLLE [34] secure the ACC of
[68.20% 74.04% 80.20%], [67.70% 74.80% 79.40%], [39.89% 55.27%
67.64%] and [38.16% 49.98% 63.69%] when TGdt = 5, 10 & 20. DRR [35],
Deep learning [35], MWEE-C [36], MEESRC [36] and HQ [36] attain the
ACC of 90.00%, 92.00%, 99.80%, 96.50% and 95.70% on TGdt = 32.
The proposed ROM-LBP outstrip the ACC of 18 techniques completely.
One technique which appears to be better than ROM-LBP is MWEE-C [36].
Table 4 delivers all the ACC analysis.
5.4.2 YB dataset
On YB, 11 techniques are picked and compared with ROM-LBP. The detailed
description of these are as follows: 2D-DWT+LBP [33], 2D-DWT+HELBP
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Table 4 ACC comparison on EYB
TGdt Details
TGdt = 5 TGdt = 10 TGdt = 20
Techniques
ACC in %
HO-GCNMR [30]
NA
NA
90.60
KFME [30]
NA
NA
86.10
RSLP [31]
NA
93.63
NA
SparseFME [31]
NA
89.91
NA
SLP [31]
NA
91.00
NA
ELD [32]
NA
NA
90.72
CLBP [32]
NA
NA
81.57
2D-DWT+LBP [33]
68.20
74.04
80.20
2D-DWT+HELBP [33]
67.70
74.80
79.40
ESLLE [34]
39.89
55.27
67.64
SLLE [34]
38.16
49.98
63.69
DRR [35]
NA
NA
NA
Deep learning [35]
NA
NA
NA
MWEE-C [36]
N/A
N/A
N/A
MEESRC [36]
N/A
N/A
N/A
HQ [36]
N/A
N/A
N/A
MBP [24]
N/A
N/A
52.75
6x6 MB-LBP [24]
N/A
N/A
69.25
ELBP [24]
N/A
N/A
68.77
ROM-LBP
96.92
97.70
98.62
NA-Not Available
Table 5 ACC comparison on YB
TGdt Details
TGdt = 1 TGdt = 2 TGdt = 3
Techniques
ACC in %
2D-DWT+LBP [33]
N/A
N/A
N/A
2D-DWT+HELBP [33]
N/A
N/A
N/A
2D-DWT+MBP [33]
N/A
N/A
N/A
LC-LBP [24]
N/A
N/A
N/A
MRELBP-NI [24]
N/A
N/A
N/A
tLBP [24]
N/A
N/A
N/A
HELBP [37]
88.12
97.77
98.70
HE-ICA [38]
72.00
N/A
N/A
None-ICA [38]
65.60
N/A
N/A
NCDB-LBPac [39]
98.28
N/A
N/A
NCDB-LBPac [39]
97.65
N/A
N/A
ROM-LBP
92.18
99.21
99.67
NA-Not Available

TGdt = 32
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
90.00
92.00
99.80
96.50
95.70
N/A
N/A
N/A
98.84

TGdt = 5
93.66
93.66
92.50
85.16
93.00
88.66
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
100
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[33], 2D-DWT+MBP [33], LC-LBP [24], MRELBP-NI [24] and tLBP [24]
attain the ACC of 93.66%, 93.66%, 92.50%, 85.16%, 93.00% and 88.66%
when TGdt = 5. HELBP [37] secures the ACC of [88.12%, 97.77% 98.70%]
when TGdt = 1:3. HE-ICA [38], None-ICA [38], NCDB-LBPac [39]
and NCDB-LBPc [39] secured the ACC of 72.00%, 65.60%, 98.28% and
97.65% on TGdt = 1. The proposed ROM-LBP outstrip ACC of 9 techniques entirely. The 2 techniques which proves better than ROM-LBP are
NCDB-LBPac [39] and NCDB-LBPc [39]. Table 5 shows all the comparison.

6 Conclusion with Future Scope
The proposed work launches the novel descriptor for Face Recognition
(FR) in harsh lightning variations so-called Radial Orthogonal Median LBP
(ROM-LBP). The main demerit of these LBP based descriptors is that they
all consider the uniform coordination between the neighbors and center pixel.
Which mean raw pixel intensity is used for the comparison with the center
pixel. The proposed work eliminates this problem in the introduced descriptor
ROM-LBP, by replacing the raw pixels intensity with the median of the radial
points in each orthogonal position of the two separate groups. The generated
median is then used for comparison with the center pixel. The respective
codes obtained from both the groups are concatenated to form the ROM-LBP
size. As region feature extraction is done therefore ROM-LBP develops the
large feature size. To make more effective descriptor, the services of FLDA is
used and then classification was conducted by SVMs. Experiments conducted
on EYB and YB datasets demonstrates the ability of the proposed ROM-LBP
against various LBP and non-LBP based descriptors.
There are several ways of extending the proposed work to the futuristic
research. First testing of the proposed descriptor on other challenges such as
noise, blur, occlusions and corruptions. Second, implementation of proposed
descriptor on different cases such as the object recognition, palmprint recognition, ear recognition, scene classification, texture analysis etc. Third the
proposal of more discriminant local descriptor in unconstrained conditions.
All these important points will be accomplished in upcoming research.
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